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By Jeremiah Karpowicz

The Power and Potential of Drones
LAW ENFORCEMENT, security and emergency response professionals along with plenty of
other public safety agencies have been told for a while now that drones have the potential to
help them become that much more effective at their jobs. That can mean anything from giving
police officers a quick and efficient view from the sky, to allowing firefighters to more accurately assess and plan for how they want to enter a situation, to giving search and rescue (SAR)
officials and organizations the strength of an entire crew. Few realize how significant some of
these developments really are though.

“The force multiplier

that UAVs represent
in search and
rescue cannot
be overstated,
and some search
organizations
relayed it as being
100 to 1 in terms
of how much more
effective they can
be with drones.

”

The force multiplier that UAVs represent in search and rescue cannot be overstated, and some
search organizations relayed it as being 100 to 1 in terms of how much more effective they can
be with drones. If you had a square mile that you needed to search, a UAV could image that area
in an hour, whereas it would take 100 searchers just as long to effectively clear that same amount
of space. Image resolutions from the info captured by drones are down to an inch. Rescuers can
also search for something as specific as the color blue from a missing person’s blue jeans, which
is especially relevant in areas where colors like brown and green dominate the landscape.
Emergency response professionals often need to make quick decisions, but they’re just as often
doing so when they have to deal with something like a fire or hazardous material. It’s important
for them to gather as much relevant info as possible in these situations, and drones have been
able to effectively do that by providing basic 360-degree views around a situation and creating
3D maps that can be used to assess an accident scene in the moment and even later on.
UAVs provide security and SAR professionals with an incredible opportunity, and those opportunities are something that Gene Robinson has been seeing and publicizing for many years. An early
adopter of drone technology on the civilian side, he’s been a true innovator for search and rescue
professionals as he works to show civilian agencies how they can most benefit from these tools.
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“Everywhere we go we make believers out of people in terms of what the technology can be
useful for,” Robinson said. “It’s still an intrusive technology though. The fear of flying is something we still have to deal with, because that’s so ingrained in so many people. I’ve talked with
plenty of people who say their department will never be able to do this stuff or think it’s just
too complicated for them. That is changing so significantly though.”
As we’ll see, getting potential users to change their attitudes around this technology is only half
the battle. Showing everyone what can be done with drones is leading to a push to integrate
UAVs, but there are considerable challenges to work through before we get to that endpoint.

Changing Attitudes and Establishing Procedures
LEAVING ASIDE THE negative connotations that have long been associated with the term
“drone”, SAR and security officials are often dubious about utilizing tools that can inherently
change the way they operate. That’s not a criticism of such a stance, but a reality that has to be
dealt with when the stakes are so high. Emergency response professionals can’t be trying to
figure out how a new piece of equipment is supposed to work when lives are on the line.
Working through the specifics of how these tools can have an impact is something that has
evolved over the past few years, and it’s a reality Darryl Anunciado has experienced as the CEO
of Action Drones, a drone manufacturer working in the SAR sector. He’s seen interest in UAVs
from various agencies and organizations, but it’s their willingness to actually learn how to use
these tools themselves that’s been an essential development.
“It’s been quite the progression, because last year everyone was still in the ‘question’ stage,” said
Anunciado. “Now though, so many people are in the ‘testing’ stage, so we’re getting customers
who are actually flying the drones to see if they work. Many of them aren’t quite ready to install
them into their core industry and make it part of their process, but we’re obviously closer to
that endpoint. We know the curiosity is there and we know there’s going to be a huge shift
when people start buying.”
Part of the issue around implementation comes back to what isn’t really a defined way to make
a UAV part of an organizational process. The way many SAR and security officials operate is
based on a set way of doing things, and using a drone means learning or creating a process in
terms of how the drone should be utilized. However, doing so isn’t an easy task in any sense.
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“A fire department or sheriffs’ office is used to working with procedures,” Robinson mentioned.
“As they say, these are people who like to go ‘by the book’. The mentoring and workshops I’ve
been doing with these kinds of people has really helped them understand the thinking and
approach around how they can use unmanned aircraft, and it’s starting to get traction. It’s
about giving them something they can wrap their head around. These guys are professionals
who want to do their job well, and what you have to remember is that a passing grade for a
firefighter isn’t 70%. It can only be 100%. That makes a huge difference in terms of how willing
you are to change or even alter the way you’re used to doing things.”
It will take time, but we can look forward to seeing departments and officials within them establish protocols that will enable them to use drones most effectively. These unique protocols
will prove how various professionals can utilize UAVs to help more people, more effectively.

Getting Approval from the Bosses and the Government
WHILE THE LIMITATIONS around regulation have reduced the ability and desire to operate
drones for various professionals, this market might have been hit the hardest by those restrictions. That’s not only because of the difficulties around implementing a drone into a given
process, but moreso because of the challenges associated with getting the proper permission
to get a drone into the air.
Joe Talley is a US Army special operations combat veteran with the personal goal to save lives
as a first responder UAV Advocate. He’s met with first responders across the US to seek out
lessons learned and best practices in UAV employment, and he’s seen the sort of challenges
that come at people from all sides.
“If you’re a firefighter or a policeman, you’re an influencer, but often not a decision maker,” said
Talley. “The person making the decision may not even be the police chief, and is likely to be a
city council member. So it often comes down to funding. I’ve talked to people and they’ve told
me the issues they’re dealing with, but they’re usually not the decision makers. So you have
departments that would like to have a drone and might even have the capacity to operate it,
but because there’s not great clarity in terms of regulation, many officials are concerned about
making a big investment.”
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Most commercial drone operators are well aware of Section 333 Exemptions, but public agencies are exempt from Section 333. They do have to apply for a Certificate of Waiver/Authorization, also known as a COA, but having to go through such barriers can be difficult, especially
when decision makers aren’t convinced that a UAV can make a difference or that the laws won’t
suddenly change to their disadvantage.
The great hope for many in this industry is around the Small UAS Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) that was released by the FAA in 2015. That’s despite the fact that the summary of
Major Provisions of Proposed Part 107 provides specific definitions around regulation, which
many people believe don’t go far enough. Some in the SAR and security industries see those
same limitations, but most are excited to finally get the definitions they’ve been asking about
for awhile, provided they come out as expected.
“If Part 107 comes out anytime soon, the way the NPRM is written, it will be an absolute gift,”
Robinson said. “I looked at most of the comments that came in off the NPRM and some of
them were valid, but I keep telling people that we really just need some rules we can work
with. And I say that as a pilot, where we have very specific rules that we all have to work with.”
Approval to use drones isn’t a simple process, whether users are dealing with the government
or just their boss, and struggles for both will continue. At the very least though, having defined
rules will make those struggles that much simpler for both sides to comprehend.

Who, When, Where and How?
WE LIVE IN A BOTTOM LINE world that’s driven by revenue and profit, and that is a reality for
people who are only out for themselves just as much as it is for those who aren’t interested
in doing anything but helping others. This fact means that not only are logistics and legal
restrictions an issue for SAR professionals, but the costs of a system are as much of a factor as
who is going to be using it. When it comes to an entire department or organization needing
to purchase and fly a UAV, questions around costs and operation can be tough to answer. The
answers they come up with have the potential to lead to bigger problems.
“Cost can be a barrier to entry for a lot of people, and you have to remember that an organiza-
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tion can always buy something cheaper,” Talley mentioned. “The problem then is that they’re
often left with questions about the limitations of what their product can do, along with safety
and durability factors. All of that is important, because police and firefighters are going to be
taking care of and using this stuff, and they might not be as technically savvy as some operators in more technical fields.”

About the Author:
Jeremiah Karpowicz is the Executive
Editor for Commercial UAV News.
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more for various communities as a
contributor and editor. He has also
worked as the Executive Editor for
ProVideo Coalition where he was
first introduced to UAV technology.

Thankfully, as this technology develops, improvements will lead to further advances that will
make operation even easier while also reducing costs. Those improvements will help with
more than just operation though. Imagine being able to scan a square mile with a drone in
ten minutes. Sensors are being developed that will be able to pick up whether or not there’s
something alive in a particular area. Manufacturers are also working on sensors which can detect variables like gas or electricity that can change a situation in an instant. As exciting as that
might be, the key to all of it is getting these tools in people’s hands.
“So many of the future developments in this market rely on the people who are actually
going to be using these tools,” Anunciado concluded. “That puts us in an interesting catch-22
situation though. The problem is that we have to prove to these people that this technology
works, but the only way we can prove that is by them using it. It’s really the biggest issue we’re
facing right now.”
Despite that predicament, UAV technology inherently allows users to do more, and in this market, that means helping and saving a lot more people, a lot quicker. Right now, that catch-22
situation means manufacturers and operators are primarily concerned about the simplest and
most basic uses of drones in order to help compel adoption. As soon as more people see the
proof they’re looking for in terms of how UAVs can make an impact, discussions about what
these professionals really want and need their UAVs to do will take place, and that will push the
market to a whole different level.
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Action Drone USA is an American drone manufacturer, headquartered in San Diego,
California. Darryl Anunciado is the CEO, who co-founded the company in 2013, thriving from an interest in aerial hobby remote control devices. Darryl’s entrepreneurial
spirit drove him to launch Action Drone USA, backed with an MBA, BA in psychology,
banking, property management, real estate, and industrial organization backgrounds.
Alongside a great group of engineers, technicians, and business developers that make
up the AD team, Darryl’s favorite saying is, “if you’re going to design something, design
something pretty!”

Gene Robinson founded RPFlight Systems, Inc. in March of 2004 and performed the
research and development required to produce the flying wing as a stable payload
platform. Gene’s formal education is in aviation science and is a full scale pilot. Utilizing
his professional background as a computer programmer/analyst, the marriage of software image analysis and the use of computers for enhancing images was utilized early
on. The small unmanned aircraft developed by RPFlightSystems have seen service in
searches domestically from California, to Virginia, Wyoming to Texas and internationally in Mongolia, Mexico, Africa and Jamaica. RPFlightSystems has assisted many law
enforcement agencies for warrant support, drug interdiction and surveillance. The use
of small unmanned aircraft in wildland fires has been proven on several occasions and
has been utilized to quickly discover routes to areas thought inaccessible. The high
resolution imagery capable of being obtained with has assisted SAR crews in recovering victims that had been lost for lengthy periods. Under his direction and flight
command, there have been 10 victims recovered as a direct result of using unmanned
aircraft.

Joe, a writer and first responder UAS Advocate, is a US Army special operations combat
veteran with the personal goal to save lives. Since he began launching UAVs from the
back of a pick-up by driving very quickly across a very small combat outpost in Iraq
where he was stationed 10 years ago, Joe has become a strong advocate of getting UAVs into the hands of law enforcement and first responders. Joe has met with
first responders across the US to seek out lessons learned and best practices in UAS
employment. He is currently communicating with FEMA, LA Fire and other agencies
regarding both UAS procedures and policy, and counter-UAS strategies. Joe first
conducted search and rescue operations as part of a special operations unit, and later
served with a FEMA Urban Search & Rescue team, leading his team underground for
the first time at the World Trade Center after 9/11. After weeks of recovery operations,
Joe was compelled to serve again, returning numerous times to Iraq and Afghanistan,
with over four years total time on the ground. He has also served on close protection
details overseas for the US government. An avid writer, Joe has contributed articles on
a variety of safety and security topics to numerous print and online platforms, including Popular Mechanics, Popular Science, ABC News, and most major military journals.
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About Commercial UAV Expo
Commercial UAV Expo is a conference and exhibition exclusively focused on the commercial sUAS
(small Unmanned AerialSystems) market for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surveying & Mapping
Civil Infrastructure
Process, Power & Utilities
Mining & Aggregates
Construction
Law Enforcement, Security & Emergency Response, Search & Rescue
Precision Agriculture

In the Conference Program, UAV industry experts share key insights into the issues large enterprise
asset owners face when implementing UAS, including systems selection and integration; developing
enterprise workflows, guidelines and policies; data management and integration; and legal, safety and
regulatory considerations. Plenary sessions and panels cover topics of interest to all end-users regardless
of industry while breakout sessions focus on UAV technology, applications and opportunities in the
vertical markets listed above.
The international Exhibition includes airframe manufacturers, component suppliers, software suppliers
and service companies.
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